
Incident Apr. 14, 2022:
Inventory outage
Availability: Sales down

% of clients affected: 100%

Duration of incident: 47 minutes

Symptoms

From 17h37 to 18h24 UTC, customers were not able to proceed to checkout when
trying to make a purchase in VTEX stores.

Summary

At 17h37 UTC, we identified a massive increase in errors on our platform. We
discovered that our Inventory system stopped working and started returning errors.

At 17h55 UTC, we discovered that our observability layer — responsible for
guaranteeing auditable requests — was having storage problems, increasing the Inventory
latency and degrading the service health.

At 18h06 UTC, we identified a delay in product indexing.

To be the trusted partner to your success, our team is working on follow-up actions
to ensure that this incident does not happen again and that we quickly identify and recover
from future incidents. We are committed to improving our systems to guarantee a reliable
and trusted experience.



Timeline

[2022-04-14 17:37 UTC] Our monitoring systems warned of unusual behavior in Inventory
errors.

[2022-04-14 17:38 UTC] We identified failures in our observability layer and started
mitigation actions.

[2022-04-14 17:55 UTC] We turned off the Inventory auditing.

[2022-04-14 18:06 UTC] We identified a delay in product indexing.

[2022-04-14 18:08 UTC] We temporarily blocked requests from reaching the Inventory
service to speed up our recovery.

[2022-04-14 18:12 UTC] The Inventory service was restored.

[2022-04-14 18:13 UTC] We unblocked requests to the Inventory service.

[2022-04-14 18:24 UTC] Normal operations were fully reestablished.

[2022-04-14 19:54 UTC] Product indexing delay was normalized.

Mitigation strategy

We increased the capacity of our Inventory service. To speed up the healing of the
platform by lowering the load on the servers, we temporarily blocked requests from reaching
the Inventory service and turned off the audit capability from our observability path.
Gradually, our services returned fewer errors.

Follow-up actions: preventing future failures

As a follow-up to this incident, we will work on improving our Inventory service
reliability by moving our observability away from the critical flow of the application; revising
our observability layer storage to reduce disk pressure; and creating more specific alerts
regarding the observability flow.


